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EssayHave.com is legit, but I discovered that quality is not their first priority. The research I
performed to write this review resulted in a confirmation of the many negative Essay have
reviews I read outside the website. Even so, the site shares some ratings for different types
of papers and subjects, and they all seem to be perfect. Which one is the real picture about
this company? Read on to find this out.

Services Review
At the moment I was writing my Essayhave review, the site has a Services page, but it does
not open. Everything else on the site is responsive and loads rapidly, but this page cannot
be accessed. This meant that, in order to see the services list, I had to check the ordering
form and see what you can select for ordering.

I must say, the list is not perfect. It is far from a full list, but the most popular papers are
listed there. If you don’t mind this, the deadline options seem good, so this company would
be a viable source for most papers you’ll get assigned. However, if you do get some lesspopular paper to write, you’d have to look elsewhere.

Prices Review
The prices at Essay Have are realistic – they are neither cheap nor expensive, and I like the
difference between the deadlines and academic levels. Still, here is the fact that this
company does not cater to the needs of all students, because the highest academic level
they offer assistance for is Master’s. So, PhD students also need to seek assistance
elsewhere.
To give you a picture of what pricing to expect, I ordered an essay for Master’s level and
deadline of 5 days. The original price was $26 for a page, and because there is no first-time
discount, I paid the full price. There is a loyalty program you can try and reach to get 5%,
10%, or 15% lifelong discounts, but you first have to spend quite a big amount on the site
before you are considered a regular customer and entitled to the smallest discount. To get
the biggest discount of 15%, you need to spend over $2000!

Content Quality
The content quality evaluation was the biggest disappointment of all. To write detailed
Essayhave review I ordered a paper. I did not get a discount so the price was not as
attractive as I believed it would be, so I expected a great paper. After all, this is what the
site suggests if you take the time to read what the creator has to say.
I concluded that the writers’ expertise level is very low and that EssayHave has very bad
criteria for hiring employees. Instead of focusing on hiring native, fluent and qualified
writers, they seem to have hired writers that are not-so-fluent in the language and provide
below average quality content.
I should have assumed this when I noticed the lack of a PhD offer in the list. Essay Have
probably decided to leave this option out because they didn’t hire writers who are qualified
to write for such a high level. Unfortunately, my essay showed that the writers employed
here aren’t good for Master’s level papers, either.

Customer Support Agents
The support system is responsive, but it did not help me a lot with this problem. Despite the
mention and information about the various guarantees this company is said to provide, all I
got was a free revision that took over 24 hours to get to me. I demanded a refund based on
the low quality and poor language used in the paper I paid a high price for, but all I got was
this one revision that made me miss the original deadline.

EssayHave review – Final Thoughts
EssayHave.com has no troubles in meeting deadlines, but everything else seems to be out of
order. Low paper quality and poor English in my paper were just two of the issues we had.
Add the bad customer support and the lack of discounts to this list, and you get a full list of
reasons why not to choose this company.
Because of this, I believe that this is not the right company to work with, and
suggest you do not order your essays at EssayHave.
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